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ABSTRACT

Kriyayoga is an important aspect of Yoga and received
varied and divergent interpretations. Some scholars opine
that the Patanjali's Sutras is a compendium of five independent
sutra texts, and that kriyayog a text extends from II-I to 11-27.
Deussen deems k riya yoga to be a preparatory stage and also
to be a former name of Hathayoga. Several interpretations of
the word kr iyayoga are also given.

Tapas, svadhyaya and ishwarapr anidhana are the three
components of Kriyayoga. A manuscript entitled Kriya Yoga by
Gannepudi Adivenkatayogi attributes the origin of rKriyayoga
to Agastya, which appears to be an original method, now lost
to us. Kriyayoga in vogue today is Shuddhikriya-cleansing
process.

latroductioa :

Kriyayoga (K Y) is an important aspect of yoga in general and tradi-
tional Yogic thought in particular. Kriyayoga (KY), however, received
varied and divergent interpretations at the hands of different traditional
Yogic scholars as well as modern Yogic thinkers. Some have interpreted
it to signify a moral code of rules while others have interpreted in the
sense of Hathayoga, Tantra Yoga or as a combination of Yoga and Ayur-
veda. An attempt is made in this article to present the importance of
Kriyayoga and views of various scholars in it.

Kriyayoga according to Patanjali :

Patanjali not only collected the different forms of Yoga practices but
gleaned the diverse ideas which could be associated with Yoga. Vachaspati
and Vijnanabhikshu, the commentators on Vyasabhashya agree that Patan-
jali was not the founder of Yoga but was only an editor. Analytical study
of the sutras also brings the conviction that the sutras do not show any
original attempt, but a masterly and systematic compilation which was
also supplemented by fitting contr ibutions.!

J. W. Hauer suggests that the vulgate (Patanjali's Yogasutras) in
four padas is a compendium of several independent sutra texts of diverse
historical periods and divides into five distinct traditions:
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1. Nirodha text
2. Isvarapranidhana text
3. Kriyayoga text
4. Yoga-anga text
5. Nirmana Chitta text

I.l-1.22
1.23-1.51
II. I-II. 27
II. 28-111. 55
IV. I-IV. 34.

Georg Feuerstein states that Yogasutra is a composite of two blocks
of traditions-one is the so called kriyayog a and the other the well known
ashtangayoga.? Aecording to P. Deussen the Ashtanga section of the
Yogasutra extends from 11.28 to III.5S and in his opinion it is not the
most valuable of the several tracts present in the vulgate. He also rates
KY exposition (II. 1- II. 27) as the most important part."

Deussen like many other scholars fails to appreciate the significance
of KY tradition in the Yogasutras. He deems it to be a preparatory stage
out of which evolved the Hathayoga. The equation of KY with Hathayoga
is also accepted by Max Muller". Pandit R. G. Kokje Shastri observes that
Jnanayoga, Bhaktiyoga and Hathayoga seem to be only three kinds of Yoga
respected from ancient times. KY seems to be the former name of Hatha-
yoga. Later KY was known as Hathayoga.> G. Jha translates the com-
pound Kriyayoga as disciplinary yoga arguing that it is suited for yunjana
(i. e. the second of the three stages of Yogic accomplishment) whereas the
Ashtanga Yoga is for the beginner or Arurukshu.v Only J. W. Hauer and
A. Janacek recognise the independence of the Kriyayoga tradition."
Not only is Kriyayoga not a preparatory stage to Ashtangayoga but it is a type
of Yoga in its own way and is one which is theoretically far more advanced
than the Ashtangayoga tradition.

S. Takagi examines the three components of KY viz : tapas, svadhyaya
and ishwarapranidhana in their historical context. He concludes that KY
was not a mere arrangement on the part of the author but that it existed
as an independent form of religious practice".

The term KY is an interesting one. According to G. A. Jacob, the
word kriya is not to be met with in the earlier upanishadic literature. Possi-
bly its first occurence is in Panini's Ashtadhyayi (iii·3-1t70) and the com-
pound KY is used in Patanjali's Mahabhashya (i-1-14)9. Presumably Kriya
like its synonym karman simply denoted the action or activity originally.
May be as the word karman came to be increasingly more invested with an
eschatological meaning viz : action determinant, the term kriya gradually
acq uired the sense of rite or ritualistic activity. In Mahabharata the
compound KY is mentioned only twice. Both references were first pointed
out by E. W. Ho pkins.!? He interpretes the one instance jnanasiddhikriya-
yogaih (xiii-14·22) in terms of "the kind of Yoga science characterised by
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necessary external actions as compared with that characterized by discar-
ding this in favour of physical perfection", in other words as Hathayoga
but the text fails to bear him out on this. Of greater interest in relation to
the Yogasutra is the second reference, viz (iii.2-22):

"these (physical afflictions are to be dealt with) by swift countermeasures
and always by (proper) reflection but the healing of psychological ailments is
by means of KY." One cannot avoid the conclusion that in this epic, KY
foreshadows the KY of Patanjali. The self-contentedness of the Yoga-anga
section is moreover borne out by the fact that the three components of KY
viz : tapas, svadhyaya and ishwarapranidhana are all listed in the Yoga-
anga text (11-32) as members of niyama. There they are mentioned
together with saucha and santosha.

In the Yogasutras the term tapas seems to be used in a generic and
multivalent way. In KY tradition svadhyaya has probably a less sectarian
meaning. It signifies a self study. The third constituent of the triad of
practices characteristic of KY is ishwarapranidhana, Quite possibly it is
this feature which has misled so many interpreters in believing that KY is
a mere ritual activity and preparatory to the Ashtanga path.'!

The second chapter of Yogasutras opens with a definition of KY, which
was taken by previous scholars to be the commencement of an entirely
new and independent treatise and not merely as the beginning of new
chapter. Following the lead of Deussen both Hauer and Janacek assign
to this supposedly a utonomous text the series of sutras from ILl to II.27.
Finally Feuerstein sums up his views on KY as followsr'?

"It is evident that the KY ofPatanjali is not a mere preliminary ritual
to the Ashtanga Yoga tradition but an independent type of yoga with its
specific practical and theoretical framework".

Further he says "it is interesting to observe that the ritualistic character
of KY has been retained or revived in the doctrinal sphere of the Puranas
where the old association of kriya with ritual action has not been forgotten
by reason of the active cultic worship among the vaislinavas and the saivas,
This leads one to conclude that only in the strictly philosophical Yoga
dar shana did tapas, svadhyaya and ishwarapranidhana acquire a non-ritualistic
meaning".

According to Swami Yogananda, KY is the union with the infinite
through a certain action or rite-kriya. According to Swami Satyananda
Saraswati in KY no effort is made to quieten the mind, but to create
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activity in the mind. This brings about the development of certain parts
of the brain activity in the nervous system and awakening of mental
energies.

The practices of KY are described in the Sanskrit text of Tantric
literature, a few of which were translated by St. John Woodroffe. The
total number of kriya practices is 75 out of which 27 are already known to
most teachers of kriya. The preparations for kriyayoga are perfection of
breath consciousness, discovery of the physical passage and preliminary
kriya methods. Also the aspirant of kriyayoga should have prof'ieiency
in a few mudras and bandhas.

Traditional sources :

The learned commentators like Vachaspati and Vijnanabhiksbu
accepted the influence and utility of rasayana school on Patanjali.
Not only Yogic tradition but medical works also support this view.

Atmarama,13 the greatest exponent of Hathayoga mentions in the fifth
chapter of his treatise Hathapradipika - in all diseases the skilful physician
should carefully administer treatment according to the methods prescribed
by the science of medicine and also administer yogic treatments. In the
fourth patala of Khechari vidya.r' some information about medicines is
given:

Anandakanda, said to have been revealed by Mahabhairava, is a book
on Ayurveda and rasa. It also gives some yogic practices. It is supposed
to belong to late medieval period. IS Tbe manuscript of Tattvabinduyoga'"
available in Asiatic Society Calcutta mentions }5 Yog as including
Kriyayoga, Jnanayoga Cbaryayoga Hathayoga, Mantrayoga, Rajayoga
and Siddbayoga. The treatise is written by Rarnachandra Paramahamsa in
1754 A. D. This is more or less a type of KY which Is described as mental
control.

The Ayurvedasutra!? a work by Yoganandanatba of 16th century
A. D. attempts to connect Ayurveda with Patanjali's Yoga system. It
endeavours to show how different kinds of food increase the sattva, rajas
and tamas qualities and how Yoga practices. fasting and the like, influence
the conditions of the body.

Andhra School of Kriyayoga :

In Andhra there appears to have flourished a school of KY, the origin
of which is a ttributed to Agastya and not to Patanjali. A work entitled
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Kriyayoga'S by Gannepudi Adivenkatayogi attributes KY to Agastya,
Adivenkatayogi was an expert in many shastras. He says:

~~ orgm mccrr ~Rf'l I

3\~ mf'ifa': f~1f!lim) lJlIlt:FfT "~~ ~
This work contains two chapters treating yogic practices in the first

i.e preparation of rosy ana like sindhuram, its utility along with yogic prac-
tices and the greatness of Ramataraka mantra in the second. Even though
the author was a Vaishnava he bowed to the Almighty Lord Shiva who
taught the lore of ro sayana first. Here the author upholds the great sage
Agastya as the originator of KY. This is clear in the following verse:

From this it appears that there existed an independent yoga metho d
which was Jost and now re-established. At other places in the work Agastya
is mentioned as the originator.

f~lIT<fT~ 5[~S~~<:lf)<ffi lf~p:ra- I

~ m;:rt ~~~:f~lfTlf)ir;r<fj(71.q'11

3flfitcr f~1f!lfWt ~lflT~<:<I'~;:Frr~~: 1
, '"

1-49
1-63

1-69

From these it appears that there existed an independent treatise on KY
by Agastya.

Kriyayoga is considered to be greatest of all the yogic practices. The
fear of death is removed and all the diseases are cured. It will give strength,
energy. skill and tranquillity of the mind. This is the aim of kriyayoga des-
cribed in the text as follows:

f~T~lf)~ ~ ~"nfm~Tt:R11~ 1
lf~osrlJlfii ~~1'1f.tq I«flJOt I
~ 0 ~

if~~G5[<f S1mf",~w~~ ~'f : II I-52

All in all shortly it has the aim "Kaya Siddhi" through Simdhura
Bbasma.

From this we can fairly assume that this was a new modification of the
k riyayoga doctrine, as the author mentions Rasayana as a means of salva-
tion. The idea of Ausadhi is the same as we find in the Yogasustra (IV. I),
that siddhi can be attained even by the application ofherb or medicine as
stated in Yogasutra.
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"'Janmausadhi mantra tapah samadhijah siddhayah"

In the commentary on this aphorism Vyasa and Vachaspati say that
Siddhi by Aushadhi refers to the schools of Yogins who attained perfection
with the help of 'Rasayana'19.

Some of the Yogic traditions may now be mentioned in general and
Andhra Yogis in particular who support the Rasayana school in their works.
There is nothing improbable in the Yogic texts. Not only some Yogic texts
but also tradition gives a number of such examples. From the preseot avai-
lable evidence, originator of "Kyiyayoga" is Agastya and not Patanjali.
Though the kriyayoga is here described as a rare combination of Rasayana
with Yogic practices, the author of Kriyayoga, Adivenkatayogi was aware of
the Yogasustra of Patanjali and his doctrine of kriyayoga. Adivenkatayogi's
doctrine of kriyayoga is also different from that of Patanjali. Now there is
a general belief in Yogic teachers that kriyayoga means shatkarmas or
ashtakarmasF' In short kriyayoga in vogue today is shuddikriya ,

Some of the statements in Kriyayoga of Adiveokatayogi lead us to
believe that there must be an original method of Kriyayoga of Agastya,
which unfortunately, is not available to us now. Though the method of
kriyayoga is lost to us, we are informed about the sources of the technique
as described in Padrnapurana. This indicates that the technique of
kriyayoga, was an authoritative one. The above survey of the origin and
evolution of the concept of kriyayoga siguifies one very important doctrine
in the historical aspect of yoga.
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